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As an innovative structured product, the investment threshold is low, and it meets 
the demand of the general investors to make the investment. With the arrival of the 
bull market in June 2014, the scale of the fund is growing rapidly, as well as the 
number. It has been known by the majority of investors, but still lack of some 
knowledge to understand the classification fund. Many investors still buy a large 
number of B shares when it touch the downward conversion point. There are a lot of 
domestic literatures talk about the classification of the fund business rules, but not 
specific and system, some even are not right. 
Firstly, this paper makes a systematic analysis of the classification of the fund's rules, and 
compares the Shanghai fund with the Shenzhen fund. Secondly, combined with the rules of the 
classification fund, the value of the classification fund is deeply analyzed, and the relationship 
between the value of the class A shares and class B shares is studied. Thirdly, we studied the 
factors of affecting the discount premium of the classification funds which are decided by the 
fund’s business rules, the classification of fund trading rules and the value of the fund's. Based on 
the analysis of the fund manager and the investors, the impact of the discount premium on the 
scale of the fund and the investors' arbitrage behavior is analyzed. Finally, through the analysis of 
the impact factors and the external effects of grading fund discount, the paper puts forward 
reasonable suggestions on the design of the fund managers, the supervision and the supervision of 
the fund management, and the education of the investors. 
This paper use examples analysis, theoretical analysis, comparative analysis etc. various 
analysis methods, rational use of Merchants Fund Management Co., Ltd. real customer data, We 
conclude that the current market rules do not apply to the classification of the fund operation mode, 
are not conducive to investor education, easy to cause the fund managers issuing impulse, lead to 
blind investment and hard supervision. All of these are not conducive to long-term development of 
the fund. 
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最新数据，ZSJJ 总规模在 2015 年第二季度排名位列 12 名。ZSJJ 现旗下有分级
基金 9 支，是我国分级基金领域的领先提供商，截止第二季度末，ZSJJ 旗下分









































表 1 英国分割资本信托结构 
 募集资金的来源 
一般封闭式基金 同一份额     
分割资本信托 
传统分级结构 收入型份额 资本型份额    
准分级结构 零息优先型 份额 
普通收入型








三是追求杠杆化投资。20 世纪 80 年代全球范围牛市到来之后，由于杠杆性的投









出，以 2004 年 2 月的市值计算，投资者在所有未破产的分割资本信托中的损失
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